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Overview of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Senior Design/Creative Inquiry 
2012-2013

• During the Fall 2012 semester and the Spring 2013 semester the Harris 
Corporation helped support Creative Inquiry and Senior Design projects. 
The impact of this support is described in the following slides.

• Prepared by course instructors

– Timothy Burg, Associate Professor, ECE

– Richard Groff, Associate Professor, ECE
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Overview of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Senior Design/Creative Inquiry

• ECE Senior Design

– ABET, accrediting agency for applied science, computing, 
engineering programs, defines criteria that ensure “programs 
produce graduates who are ready to enter their professions.” Such 
criteria serve as a reference for evaluating our capstone courses. 

– Robotic projects specified by the instructor are used to delimit the 
solution space and to direct training in the tools required for such 
solutions. Specifically, students must gain expertise in such tools as 
MATLAB/Simulink, C++ programming, data acquisition, and image 
processing.  The projects hinge on a demonstrable proficiency in 
technical skills that include closed-loop motor control, real-time 
control software, electronic circuit design, and systematic design 
approach. Students also learn teamwork, written and oral 
communication, and project management.

– Required of all electrical and computer engineers

– 2010 NCEES (National Council of Examiners for Engineering and 
Surveying) Engineering Award for Connecting Professional Practice 
and Education

• Creative Inquiry - A university-wide program for undergraduate research. 
Students participate in team-based investigations led by a faculty mentor 
and typically span two to four semesters. Students take ownership of 
their projects and take the risks necessary to solve problems and get 
answers. Projects involve students from one or more departments. Many 
of the most successful projects are cross-disciplinary. 

ECE 495

1st Semester 

Senior Year

(2 hrs)

ECE 496

2nd Semester 

Senior Year

(2 hrs)
Creative Inquiry

(ECE 199, 299, 399, 499)
(variable credit)
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Details of ECE Senior Design

• There is a progression in difficulty in projects from the first semester 
(ECE495) projects to the second (ECE496).

– First semester projects are generally “static” and the second 
semester projects are “dynamic”.  

• For example, first semester projects often rely on feedback 
control of an electric motor while second semester projects 
typically rely on feedback to stabilize a complete system. 

• For example, first semester projects rely on image processing of 
static images while second semester projects often require 
image processing on a video stream. 

• First semester (EC495) follows a design process that is enforced through 
small experiments and mini-projects. Final design reports include 
specific documentation of activities not normally found in a laboratory 
report, including 

– Requirements Specifications and Standards

– Environmental Concerns

– Safety in Design

– Ethics

– Intellectual Property

– Teamwork

• Second semester projects (ECE496) require a top-down design 
approach as no components are specified a priori. This transitions the 
teams from previous labs where all components are given and a bottom-
up design approach is executed.
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Details of ECE Senior Design

• Students work in groups of 4-5 students.

• Equipment available to all groups:

Example: gearbox 
housing using laser cutter

Used together to 
implement real-
time embedded 
control
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Details of ECE Creative Inquiry

• Instrumentation and Control for Biological, Biomedical, and 
Education Applications

• Some students receive course credit. Three hours of Creative Inquiry 
can be used to substitute as a senior elective.

• Project Description: Close follow up and strict adherence to twice-daily 
immunosuppressant medication regimens are necessary for transplant 
success, but very difficult to achieve the long-term.  Many patients are 
either older, vision impaired or have limited reading levels.  The team will 
work with a transplant surgeon at MUSC to increase post-transplant 
follow-up and knowledge/education and medication compliance. We 
would like to use a small Internet controllable robot for remote site 
(patient's home) telepresence and (hopefully) medication adherence 
(ranging from remote physician visit and daily monitoring correct 
medications to (ideal) ability of small robot to open bottle or pick up 
specific pill from box.

• Participants Fall 2012 and Spring 2013

– ECE Students:

• Chad Leonard 

• Brian OSullivan 

• Michael Wolf 

• Karan Patel 

• Reinaldo Gift (Graduate Student)

– Clemson Faculty:

• Timothy Burg (ECE) 

• Richard Groff (ECE) 

– Medial university of South Carolina (MUSC) Faculty:

• Dr. Charles Bratton (MD) 

• Dr. Dave Taber (Pharm.D)
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Senior Design 1 (ECE 495) – Autonomous 
Robot to Play Mine Sweeper 2

• In the original Mine Sweeper video game, the object was to locate and 
diffuse all the mines on the board in the shortest amount of time. In this 
variant of the popular game, two different types of “mines” and their 
corresponding “diffusing stations” have been added.  The object of the 
game is to determine the mine type and move that mine to the correct 
station to be diffused.

• The game board will first be configured with the placement of the 
different diffusing stations, represented by red and green tokens, and the 
mines will be distributed to the various diffusing stations.  The robot will 
not see the pre-game configuration steps.  During game play, the robot 
must determine the polarity of each mine and then move the mine to a 
diffusing station which can “diffuse” that mine type.  Only one mine can 
be lifted from the game board at a time. A robot will be assessed 
according to completeness of placing all mines into the correct diffusing 
wells and time of execution.

Figure: Objective of the Mine Sweeper game is to change the positions of the mines to match a mine 
type (north‐pole up or down) to a diffusing station (appropriately colored well). 

“Mine”
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Senior Design 1 (ECE 495) - Autonomous 
Robot to Play Mine Sweeper 2 Results

• Results (~120 students in ~24 groups worked on this project. Sample 
projects shown.

Moving game board

Camera

Prismatic robot joint

Electromagnet

2 DOF Robot Arm
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Senior Design 2 (ECE 496) – Magnetic 
Bearing
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Senior Design 2 (ECE 496) – Magnetic 
Bearing Results

• Results: ~120 students in ~24 groups worked on this project. Sample 
projects shown.

Bottom View

Air Gap
(~ 5mm)

Additional 
weight for 
demonstration

Steel Plate

Side view of active bearing

Power 
electronics and 
sensors
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Senior Design 2 (ECE 496) – Air Hockey

• Autonomous Air Hockey, required each team to build a robot to play air 
hockey against other teams. The semester culminated in an air hockey 
tournament.
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Senior Design 2 (ECE 496) – Air Hockey 
Results

• Results: ~35 students in ~7 groups worked on this project. Sample 
projects shown

Two Revolute 
Joints

One Revolute 
Joint, One 
Prismatic
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Senior Design 2 (ECE 496) – Autonomous 
Helicopters

• Design a control system for a toy helicopter that will autonomously take 
off, land, hover, and follow a trajectory.

– Given a Syma toy helicopter

– Workspace is defined and includes a Microsoft Kinect sensor

3m Cube (PVC pipe frame)

Syma Helicopter
6 inch overall length

Kinect Sensor
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Senior Design 2 (ECE 496) – Autonomous 
Helicopters Results

• Results: ~35 students in ~7 groups worked on this project. Sample 
projects shown

Helicopter
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Creative Inquiry – Assistive Robots

• Student team worked with “customer” to define the following scenario to 
demonstrate the potential of an assistive robot.

Video

Video, training 
information

Demonstration:  Tele- presence in medication training and advice.

Scenario:  Clinician is working with patient to determine that they are taking the 
correct medication and dosage at the correct time.  Clinician can create an area on 
the client’s table (using a small projector) where he/she can interact with the client.
1. Clinician asks client to lay out their daily dosages on an image projected on the 

table. Clinician uses camera to evaluate medication. Clinician uses robot to 
point to pills and uses screen to display information.

Top View of Interaction Sandbox projected onto 
table surface

Morning Noon Nigh
t

Interaction Sandbox

Client physically interacts 
with virtual world (places 
pills)

Clinician uses robot 
to point to objects 
on the client’s table
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Creative Inquiry – Assistive Robots Results

Interaction Sandbox 
projected onto table 
surface

Laptop

Projector

Camera 1

Client Workstation
Camera 2

Video and information 
from medical center

Robot
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Budget Details

• The funding from Harris Corporation for 2012-2013 was “enabling”. In 
Senior Design, students must purchase all supplies for the course using 
their own funds. Instrumentation is supplied by the ECE Department. 
Harris Corporation funding filled in the gap to help create the design 
challenge platforms, e.g. the UAV test bed. We were able to create much 
more ambitious projects in Senior Design using this funding than would 
have been otherwise possible. All 120 of our graduating electrical and 
computer engineers directly benefitted from this funding. 

• In Creative Inquiry we were able to spend two semesters to study a 
biomedical problem identified by a local transplant surgeon as a critical 
need. The Harris Corporation funding supported the equipment and 
supplies used to demonstrate a telepresence concept solution. The 
participating students benefitted greatly from working on this real-world 
problem. The project created a groundwork for future collaborations with 
the medical center.

• Total Harris Corporation Funding $5,000

– ECE Senior Design 1: $500 to purchase cameras, supplies for 
magnetic “mines”, and miscellaneous wires and connectors

– Senior Design 2: $2,000

• Supplies for magnetic bearing including steel plates and actuator 
coils

• Air hockey

• UAV Project: Helicopters, MS Kinect for locating helicopters, 
helicopters 

– Creative Inquiry $2500

• Projector, ROMO robots, Neato vacuum sweeping robot, travel to 
Medical University of South Carolina, misc. hardware.

• We greatly appreciate the freedom this funding provided to further 
challenge our students!
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References

• Senior Design 1 (ECE495): 
http://www.clemson.edu/ces/crb/ece495/index.htm

• Youtube.com  searches such as “ece senior design Clemson” yield many 
examples

• Creative Inquiry:  http://www.clemson.edu/academics/programs/creative-
inquiry

– ECE Project description with acknowledgement to Harris 
Corporation: http://www.clemson.edu/academics/programs/creative-
inquiry/projects/current-projects.html?action=display&id=22

• Contact Timothy Burg tburg@clemson.edu for more information.

Robotic Ping-Tac-Toe Competition 2011


